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Smart Beta a respite for investors in times of volatility

In the recent years, there is an increasing number of passive investment
products to capture the potential benefits of factor investing (also
referred to as “Smart Beta”) as well as the transparency and cost
effectiveness of passive investing.
The year 2016 has been an unpredictable year on many fronts, whether it
was Leicester City FC winning the Premier League, the Brexit or the US
Elections. Closer to home, “demonetisation” & GST are fundamentally
altering target portfolios of fund managers. Active institutional fund
managers have the benefit of professionally run research teams. The
question is, therefore, how do individual investors churn their portfolios
in times of such volatility. Many active portfolio managers have been
adopting risk factors to achieve portfolio diversification and deliver
excess returns. These common risk factors include size, dividend ,
volatility, momentum, quality and value. In the recent years, there is
an increasing number of passive investment products to capture the
potential benefits of factor investing (also referred to as “Smart Beta”) as
well as the transparency and cost effectiveness of passive investing. We
recently published a “Factor Risk Premia in the Indian Market” to study
the risk-return characteristics of common risk-factors in the Indian
equity market. The research analyzed four common equity risk factors
including low volatility, risk-adjusted momentum, quality, and value
based on the S&P BSE LargeMidCap universe between September 30,
2005 and April 30, 2016. Using monthly return of the S&P BSE
LargeMidCap index to define up and down market, we summarized
performance of different factors under these two market conditions. The
low volatility portfolio delivered significant excess return in the overall
studied period and the excess return is more pronounced during the
down market. The quality portfolio constructed using a combined score
on return on equity (ROE), balance sheet accruals ratio and the financial
leverage ratio, demonstrates similar defensive characteristic as seen in
the low volatility portfolio. In contrast, the value portfolio constructed

using book-to-price, earnings-to-price, and sales-to-price ratios tended
to outperform during up markets but significantly underperformed in
down markets. The risk-adjusted momentum portfolio did not deliver
significant excess returns in the overall studied period however
significantly outperformed the benchmark during down market. The
analysis shows different risk factors in the Indian equity market had
distinct characteristics, therefore they can be used for implementation of
active investment views. Moreover, blending risk factors with low return
correlation may also provide portfolio diversification to mitigate portfolio
risk.
Utkarsh Agrawal, Associate Director, Global Research & Design, S&P BSE
Indices
http://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/smart-betarespite-forinvestorstimesvolatility_8058041.html
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Asia Index launches S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index
New Delhi, Dec 6 (PTI) Leading index provider Asia Index, a joint venture
between BSE and S&P Dow Jones Indices, today announced the launch of
S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index to measure the performance of the 50 largest
BSE-listed companies.
"With the launch of the S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index, a transparent and rulebased index, we aim to provide a more effective tool for institutional and
retail investors' growing needs," Alka Banerjee, CEO Asia Index said.
"The Index is designed to measure the performance of the 50 largest and
liquid companies listed at BSE Ltd," BSE said in a release.
The index covers approximately 54 per cent of total market capitalisation
of BSE-listed companies as of October 30, 2016.
Index constituents are selected from S&P BSE Large MidCap Index and are
weighted based on their float-adjusted market capitalisation. The Index
is calculated in INR and USD for both price returns as well as total returns
versions.
"The index is diversified as it represents each key economic sector
identified by BSE's sector model. We look forward to have derivative

based contracts on this index at BSE's international stocks exchange in
the Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT) in Gandhinagar,"
Ashishkumar Chauhan, MD and CEO, BSE said.
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Asia Index launches S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index
NEW DELHI: Leading index provider Asia Index, a joint venture between
BSE and S&P Dow Jones Indices, on Tuesday announced the launch of S&P
BSE Sensex 50 Index to measure the performance of the 50 largest BSElisted companies.
"With the launch of the S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index, a transparent and rulebased index, we aim to provide a more effective tool for institutional and
retail investors' growing needs," Alka Banerjee, CEO Asia Index said.
"The Index is designed to measure the performance of the 50 largest and
liquid companies listed at BSE Ltd," BSE said in a release.
The index covers approximately 54 per cent of total market capitalisation
of BSE-listed companies as of October 30, 2016.
Index constituents are selected from S&P BSE Large Midcap Index and are
weighted based on their float-adjusted market capitalisation. The Index
is calculated in INR and USD for both price returns as well as total returns
versions.
"The index is diversified as it represents each key economic sector
identified by BSE's sector model. We look forward to have derivative
based contracts on this index at BSE's international stocks exchange in
the Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT) in Gandhinagar,"
Ashishkumar Chauhan, MD and CEO, BSE said.
Link: http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/asiaindex-launches-sp-bse-sensex-50-index/articleshow/55836056.cms
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Asia Index launches S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index
Leading index provider Asia Index, a joint venture between BSE and S&P
Dow Jones Indices, today announced the launch of S&P BSE Sensex 50
Index to measure the performance of the 50 largest BSE-listed
companies.
"With the launch of the S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index, a transparent and rulebased index, we aim to provide a more effective tool for institutional and
retail investors' growing needs," Alka Banerjee, CEO Asia Index said.
"The Index is designed to measure the performance of the 50 largest and
liquid companies listed at BSE Ltd," BSE said in a release.
The index covers approximately 54 per cent of total market capitalisation
of BSE-listed companies as of October 30, 2016.
Index constituents are selected from S&P BSE Large MidCap Index and are
weighted based on their float-adjusted market capitalisation. The Index
is calculated in INR and USD for both price returns as well as total returns
versions.
"The index is diversified as it represents each key economic sector
identified by BSE's sector model. We look forward to have derivative
based contracts on this index at BSE's international stocks exchange in
the Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT) in Gandhinagar,"
Ashishkumar Chauhan, MD and CEO, BSE said.
Link: http://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/asia-indexlaunches-s-p-bse-sensex-50-index-116120600847_1.html
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BSE-S&P JV launches Sensex-50 index
The index covers approximately 54% of total market capitalization of the
BSE-listed companies as of 30 October, 2016.

Sensex-50 could compete with rival National Stock Exchange’s (NSE) 50share benchmark index Nifty. Photo: Hemant Mishra/Mint
Mumbai: Asia Index Pvt. Ltd, a joint venture between S&P Dow Jones
Indices and BSE Ltd, launched the S&P BSE Sensex-50 Index on Tuesday,
which is designed to measure the performance of the 50 largest
companies listed on the stock exchange.
The index covers approximately 54% of total market capitalization of the
BSE-listed companies as of 30 October, 2016.
“As market is expanding, there is always a demand for different types of
indices. We already had BSE 100 & BSE200 ,and we thought a 50-stock
index is also something that the market was expecting,” Mahavir Kaswa,
product manager at Asia Index Pvt. Ltd, said in a phone interview.
The Sensex-50 Index is rebalanced semi-annually, effective at the
opening of the Monday following the third Friday of June and December,
the index provider said in a statement.

The rebalancing reference date is the last business day of April and
October, respectively. The first value date of this Index goes back to 15
December, 2005. The current value of the index is 8,382.72 points.
“Sensex-30 will remain our key index, but we will also see that this
(Sensex-50) index gets traction in the market,” added Kaswa.
Sensex-50 could compete with rival National Stock Exchange’s (NSE) 50share benchmark index Nifty. NSE currently has around 86% market share
in cash equities and nearly 100% share in equity derivatives.
BSE also plans to launch derivatives based on this newly launched index.
“We look forward to have derivative based contracts on this index, at
BSE’s international stocks exchange in the Gujarat International Finance
Tec-City (GIFT) in Gandhinagar,” Ashish Kumar Chauhan, managing
director & CEO, BSE Ltd, said in the statement announcing the launch of
the Sensex-50 index.
Link: http://www.livemint.com/Money/4jp0QI6OfVAXJheIplaozK/BSESPJV-launches-Sensex50-index.html
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Asia Index launches S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index
The index covers approximately 54 per cent of total market capitalisation
of BSE-listed companies
NEW DELHI, DEC 6:
Leading index provider Asia Index, a joint venture between BSE and S&P
Dow Jones Indices, today announced the launch of S&P BSE Sensex 50
Index to measure the performance of the 50 largest BSE-listed
companies.
“With the launch of the S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index, a transparent and rulebased index, we aim to provide a more effective tool for institutional and
retail investors’ growing needs,” Alka Banerjee, CEO Asia Index said.
“The Index is designed to measure the performance of the 50 largest and
liquid companies listed at BSE Ltd,” BSE said in a release.
The index covers approximately 54 per cent of total market capitalisation
of BSE-listed companies as of October 30, 2016.
Index constituents are selected from S&P BSE Large MidCap Index and are
weighted based on their float-adjusted market capitalisation. The Index
is calculated in INR and USD for both price returns as well as total returns
versions. “The index is diversified as it represents each key economic
sector identified by BSE’s sector model. We look forward to have
derivative based contracts on this index at BSE’s international stocks
exchange in the Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT) in
Gandhinagar,” Ashishkumar Chauhan, MD and CEO, BSE said.
Link: http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/markets/asia-indexlaunches-sp-bse-sensex-50-index/article9413614.ece
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Asia Index launches S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index
New Delhi, Dec 6 (PTI) Leading index provider Asia Index, a joint venture
between BSE and S&P Dow Jones Indices, today announced the launch of
S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index to measure the performance of the 50 largest
BSE-listed companies.
"With the launch of the S&P BSE Sensex 50 Index, a transparent and rulebased index, we aim to provide a more effective tool for institutional and
retail investors growing needs," Alka Banerjee, CEO Asia Index said.
"The Index is designed to measure the performance of the 50 largest and
liquid companies listed at BSE Ltd," BSE said in a release.
The index covers approximately 54 per cent of total market capitalisation
of BSE-listed companies as of October 30, 2016.
Index constituents are selected from S&P BSE Large MidCap Index and are
weighted based on their float-adjusted market capitalisation. The Index
is calculated in INR and USD for both price returns as well as total returns
versions.
"The index is diversified as it represents each key economic sector
identified by BSEs sector model. We look forward to have derivative based
contracts on this index at BSEs international stocks exchange in the
Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT) in Gandhinagar,"
Ashishkumar Chauhan, MD and CEO, BSE said.

Link: http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/asia-index-launches-sandamppbse-sensex-50-index/1/828171.html

